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2011 Sixth Annual Membership Meeting &
Winter Awards Banquet
It gives us great pleasure to invite all our members, their guests and our friends to the
Byesville Scenic Railway, Inc’s; fifth annual awards & membership banquet.
Several organizations and individuals have been selected to receive awards for
outstanding service to our organization.
Hors D' Oeuvres’ of Meatballs & Cheese will be served at 5pm. Cash bar available.
Buffet style dinner of Roast Beef & Chicken, Buttered Red Potatoes, Green Beans,
Assorted Desert Pies and Beverages will be served at 5:30pm
A program will be presents by our own Dave Adair
Please join us on Saturday 21st of January at 5:00pm at the Eagles Arie 386 Lodge 1930
East Wheeling Ave. in Cambridge.
Exit I 77 West on Wheeling Ave. just before the third light the Eagles is on the left. Look
for the Eagles sign. Phone for the eagles is 432-7851
Please RSVP Membership Secretary, Dave Michael @ 740-630-1198 or e-mail
membership@bsrw.org by January 14th to make you reservation.
The cost is $15.00 per person payable at the door.
All members and their guests will be required to pay this year.
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The Byesville Scenic Railway mourns the loss of another
great Volunteer
CLIFFORD C. BALL 1941-2012
BYESVILLE -- Clifford C. Ball, 70, of Byesville, passed away Wednesday (Jan. 4, 2012) at Southeastern Med.
He was born Feb. 12, 1941, in Guernsey County, son of the late Ernest and Gladys (Reid) Ball.
Mr. Ball retired from CSX Railroad after 30 years of service. He worked as a cattle farmer all his life and loved being out on his tractor.
After retiring, he became a volunteer for the Byesville Scenic Railway, earning him the “Gandy Dancer” Award in 2007 and "The Good
Neighbor" award in 2010. He was a member of Faith Community Free Methodist Church in Cambridge and a 1960 graduate of Buffalo
High School.
Clifford was one of a kind ... very caring, hardworking, loved his family and friends, and always helped others in their time of need. He
was also very funny and was certain to have a good story to tell.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by his wife of 47 years, Billie Jo (Lawton) Ball, whom he married May 2, 1964, and
passed away Aug. 14, 2011; a daughter, Valerie Ball; a brother, William Ball Sr.; and one sister, Belma Harding.
He is survived by two sons, Brian C. Ball of Canton and Bradly C. Ball of Cambridge; two daughters, Vicki (Chuck) Caldwell of
Kimbolton and Apryl Ball of Byesville; one sister, Melba Long of Cambridge; and six grandchildren, Cortney Ball of Cambridge, Brianne
Ball of Almeda, Calif., David Tucker of Cambridge, Jonathan Caldwell of Kimbolton, Alexis Ball of Cambridge and Adrienne Ball of
Byesville.
Calling hours will be today (Friday) from 6 to 8 p.m. at Black-Epperson Funeral Home, Byesville, where services will be 11 a.m. Saturday
with Pastor Rodney Reeves officiating.
Burial will be in Greenwood Cemetery.
Personal condolences may be sent to the family at www.black-eppersonfuneralhomes.com
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FROM THE ORDER FORK
By Jake & Louise Davis

Well, there exists a distinct possibility that by the time you read this, we could be the very
grateful owners of the BSRW tracks from Byesville to Cumberland. That sounds very, very
good to me.
But even though there will be some obstacles for us to hurdle, and hurdle we will. You see,
with us owning the tracks everything will seem more possible. Its not that we won’t have to
work hard, because that will be the essence, especially hopefully, having a record number of
runs.
Very hopefully, after taking ownership of the tracks, we will receive some good news about
bridge #82, and even if we have to do some upgrading on it, in light of the previous work
done on it, maybe it won’t be astronomical to bring it up to standards, and then we will be
good to go back to SR 821. I also understand that the “slip” past 821 on the B&O should not
be that big of a problem now, so we can resume the run up to the next bridge, where we
stopped previously. We have yet to get that bridge inspected to be able to determine what it
will take to bring it up to standards. After that, we do have some ties and rail and could
conceivably be able to run down to the first of the large trestles.
How about that big surprise that Dave Adair showed to us and explained about at our recent
meeting ? The whistle from the Wills Creek Coal Co./Cambridge Collieries steam boat, and
then from the Buffalo Mine. That thing has experienced so much history, and now it is in our
museum. I stood in awe as I reached out and actually touched it that evening. When you
think of the history, it blows your mind. And I am very excited that hopefully at some special
event during next season, we will be able to make the necessary arrangements to actually
blow that whistle.
It would be such an honor to hear it! Better yet, it is not completely out of the realm of
possibility that there could be someone still living that can recall hearing that whistle. Buffalo
mine was abandoned on March 10, 1938. There are no miners left that heard it, but say for
instance that anyone who at that time was 10, 11 or 12 years old then, would now be in their
late eighties. When ever we have such an event, we should widely publicize it. Just possibly
the same time we blow that whistle we could also unveil and dedicate our miners statue. It is
something to seriously think about and plan for.
Thank You Dave for a great presentation.
Let me take the opportunity to give a hearty welcome to our two newest members; Michael
and Robert, and they are already actively engaged on the train. We are glad you are here, and
we look forward to further working with you.
Also, very worthy of mention, Oziel Jeffries expressed his desire to start working as a
historical narrator, so Dave, Steve, and I will be bringing him along on that.
Just as this edition was to be transmitted, came the sad, sad news about our brother Cliff Ball.
What a super person he was, and I know that we will all miss him very much. He most
certainly could have showed us so much about proceeding toward Cumberland after the tracks
are ours. This may sound silly, but I hope that one day we can erect a small station down near
his spread, and call it “Ball's Grove”. I know he'd smile down on us from the roundhouse in the
sky. So long Cliff. We love you.
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STORY OF A STEAM WHISTLE
by Dave Adair

Back in 1908 what was formerly known as the Wills Creel Coal Company had reorganized to become the Cambridge Collieries Company with general offices in
Cleveland. This new company would be the largest coal company ever to operate
in Guernsey County and eventually would operate fourteen deep mines.
There were many, but some of the stockholders in the new company were the
Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad, The Canadian National Railroad and the
Pennsylvania Railroad.
The C&EI favored the No. 7 coal mined here over the coal mined in Illinois
because when burned properly in a steam locomotive the No. 7 will not clinker and
when the grates were shook, only fine dust fell through.
The PRR saw to it that when new mines were opened, all coal would be freighted
over their railroad lines. Nobody argued with the PRR. It was the largest in the
world and always got it’s way. At intermittent times a lot of the No. 7 coal found
it’s way to the coal docks and bunkers at such places as Columbus, Cleveland,
Pittsburgh and Altoona roundhouses.
It has been said that the largest stockholder in the Cambridge Collieries was the
Canadian National. They owned 1,500 hungry steam locomotives and as the coal
mined in Canada was of poor BTU quality thus was the need for good steaming
coal. During the mining heyday hundreds of thirty or forty ton steel gondolas or
hoppers lettered Canadian National made the trip from Canada to Guernsey and
Noble Counties then return with the No.7 coal. But the CN cars only operated
when Lake Erie was frozen over for a couple of months out of the year. With the
lake frozen coal trains were sent north from Cambridge Scales to Newcomerstown,
then west to Coshocton, north to Mansfield and northwest to Toledo and hence to
Canada and the CN. Naturally all lines traveled in the U.S. were owned by the
PRR.
As soon as Lake Erie was thawed and navigable for the lake freighters the coal
trains left Cambridge Scales again to Newcomerstown then farther north to Canal
Dover and New Philadelphia, then to Bayard and then northwest to the Cleveland
area where the CN bound coal was loaded into steam freighters for Canada.
Here, our whistle story begins. For the new Cambridge Collieries Company owned
at least one lake freighter and perhaps more. However the name of the vessel in
our story, it’s capacity and age are unknown.
In the year 1909 while crossing Lake Erie the freighter in our story and owned by
the C.C.C., loaded in it’s hold with thousands of tons of No. 7 coal sank and very
little other information is known. What is known however is that wherever the
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freighter sank the smoke stacks were yet protruding out of the water for Lake Erie
is not a deep lake, especially at the western end. At any rate the freighter was lost
but salvaging operations at least on the top half of the freighter began.
It has been said that the only thing salvaged and saved was the steam whistle
which was mounted on one of the smoke stacks of the freighter. It was known that
a new coal mine was soon to be opened in the Guernsey Valley and south of
Byesville, Ohio. It would require (as all mines) a whistle to let the miners know if
there was to be work the next day or not.
This new mine was rather a second opening of an older existing mine known as
the “Hartford”. Coal lands near the Hartford mine opening were being exhausted
and the decision for a second opening nearly one mile to the north was made. The
aging shaft and tipple would not be adequate to remove the coal to be mined at
the new mine.
With tactics from the mighty PRR not to use the Hartford Mine (which was served
by the Baltimore and Ohio) the PRR built a mile long switch from their mile post
50 on the Marietta Division to reach the new shaft mine of 90 feet. The switch at
mile post 50 was just north of what we call on the Byesville Scenic, No. 4 bridge, a
two span deck girder built in 1907.
All new machinery and a modern steel tipple were erected and the mine opened in
1910 known to all as the “Buffalo Mine”. Eventually 500 miners were to work
underground at one time, more than any other mine in Guernsey County, and it
has been told by more than one railroader who switched the mine, “on a good 24
hour day, 100 loaded railroad cars left the mine which was switched twice and
sometimes three times a day”.
Just for the record and as mentioned, all mines had a steam whistle. At a certain
time each evening, independent of each other each mine blew it’s whistle one time
for five seconds.
This let the miners working that particular mine to show up the next morning at
7:00 for work. If the whistle blew twice, it meant that there may not be work
tomorrow, and to listen again at 6:00 am next morning to be sure. If the whistle
blew three times that particular evening it meant “home sweet home” or in other
words “no work tomorrow”.
The most dreaded whistle sound was a series of whistle blasts lasting as long as
ten minutes and could be heard day or night. This meant a cave in, miners
trapped, death, serious injury or a fire at which time everyone rushed to the mine
entrance and prayed their loved one was safe.
The Buffalo mine whistle is unique, as you may already know it is the whistle off
the Lake Erie freighter which sank. Being a steamboat whistle, no other mine in
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Guernsey coal fields had one like it and it has also been said by those who
remembered, “when it blew, it could be heard three miles distant”.
Well, all stories must wind down and by the 1930’s the coal rush boom of
Guernsey County was nearly over. Big stockholders including the three railroads
had already dumped their stock. Mismanagement within the C.C.C. brought about
lawsuits and no further acreage would be leased by the company again. In 1938
the Buffalo mine was closed and the C.C.C. ceased to exist. Although dormant the
mine remained intact and pumps were kept operating to prevent the mine from
flooding, but in 1942 there was a large scrap drive in America and with World War
II looking bleak, the lawyers in charge of the C.C.C. made the decision to scrap
out the mine of all of it’s metal.
The Rogovin Company of Cambridge took charge of the scrapping and it took less
than six months to complete. All rail within the mine, the mine locomotives, cars
and cutting machines, tools, boilers, steel tipple and even the outside railroad
tracks back to the mile post 50 just short of the main line switch were removed for
the war effort.
Now one of the laborers employed by the Rogovin Company wanted a memento,
and he after torching it off of the power house boilers stole the brass whistle in
our story, saying that “he did not want it to be melted down into shell casings at
the shell factory in Cambridge”.
He took the whistle home and laid it on a dirt floor in his garage on Penn Avenue
where it laid for 35 years. In 1977 I had learned of the old man who had a
collection of brass whistles in Cambridge. To make a long story short he had the
whistles from not only the Buffalo Mine, but also the whistles from Klondike
(Kipling) and Sunshine or Quaker mine just east of Quaker City. I also saw two
high pitch whistles which were removed from dead PRR locomotives. Penn Avenue
is right beside the Pennsylvania Shops in Cambridge-how convenient, but he
assured me the old locomotives were destined for scrap. He also showed me a
brass whistle from an interurban car which operated here in this county.
Well to shorten this story even more, I bought the Buffalo mine whistle and paid
more for it than a used car. I never could afford to buy any of the others, afraid of
the wrath my wife might bring down on me.
A year or two later old “Gusty” went to the roundhouse in the sky and his
collection of whistles disappeared, no one ever knew where.
After buying the whistle I kind of had to hide from the Mrs. I put it in a storage
building (wood floor) at home where it laid for 34 years until now.
You can see that Buffalo Mine whistle in our coal mine museum in Byesville,
hopefully it will be around and on display for another thirty years or so, and I can
only guess it’s age at around 110 years, maybe more. If it could only talk what
would it tell us ? No doubt in a deafening low base
tone….WOOOOOOOOOOOOOO !
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Jake Davis collection

This photo of the Buffalo Mine shows as Dave wrote in his story about the CE&I RR who was a stockholder
of the Buffalo Mine. You can see the CE&I gons filled to the brim of the fine No. 7 coal. My best and
uneducated guess is that the whistle was on the right side of the boiler house in the photo.

BSRW Museum
Reported by Tim Brown

We now have a museum page on our BSRW website. From time to
time, we will feature an article about an item or items which are
displayed in our museum.
Our new Museum was visited by several hundred people in 2011 who
enjoyed hearing the history of coal mining and trains that were
formerly in this area.
Curator Dave Adair has done an excellent job in the displays.
However, the museum is in need of display cases so we may expand
the number of displayed items.
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These photos show the layout of our museum, mainly mine pictures, mining tools, and a large map
on display depicting the underground workings of a coal mine. From left to right and top to bottom,
take close note of photo No. 5, for on the left side of the display case is the Buffalo Mine Whistle.
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Norfolk and Southern Railroad donates Burro Boom
Reported by Tim Brown

Altoona, Pa. November 2011. The NS Railroad has phased out all of
their Burro Cranes and is selling off their entire inventory of cranes
and spare parts. Thanks go to member Bob Gold as he was able to
obtain the donation of a complete Burro 40 crane boom. The boom
was located at the NS yard in Altoona Pa. and picked up by Tim Brown
in early November. Our Burro has been used several times to clear the
beaver debris from the major culvert at the Bartholow Swamp and will
be used for track and bridge maintenance.

Photo by Tim Brown
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BSRW’s Drott 40 excavator sold!
Reported by Tim Brown

Derwent, Ohio December 10th 2011. After the purchase of our new
Burro 40 crane the BSRW Board agreed to sell our Drott 40 excavator.
President Brown researched and found that the current market value
based on recent sales and units offered for sale in the nationwide
advertised the paper “Equipment Trader” would be between $4000
and $5000.
An ad was run in Equipment Trader and two men from Erie Pa. came
to Derwent, started up the machine, ran it around and made an offer
of $4500. The offer was accepted by President Brown and they
purchased the machine. We did remove and will keep the high rail
gear.

Photo by Tim Brown
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Vintage Cabooses sent to the Scrappers
Reported by Tim Brown

Steubenville Ohio, December 15th 2011. The city of Steubenville
opted to sell off surplus vehicles, equipment and unused items as well
as two vintage 1945 cabooses. Listed as Conrail 2281, a 35’ long
caboose with a copula and New York Central 21515, a 47’ long
transfer style caboose, both sold to a local scrap dealer for $2500 each
including the track and ties they sat on. The auction company reported
the city wanted rid of them because vandals were slowly destroying
the cabooses that were located in the city marina.

Photos by Tim Brown

EDITOR’S COMMENT
By Jake Davis

An editor’s comment on the two cabooses that were cut up for scrap over at Steubenville.
It is disheartening and does not set well with me that we or anyone else never got an
opportunity to purchase one or both of those cabooses. The Scrapper probably only paid
around $1,500.00 or less for them, and then cuts them up for scrap and make thousands
and thousands of dollars. They even made the comment when Tim Brown inquired about
purchasing just the undercarriage, well that would be un-affordable for us to buy.
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All these scrappers should be reeled in by some regulations, that prevents them from
paying dirt cheap prices for any item, and then cut it up and selling the scrap for
thousands.
For instance, when as in our case, any railroad desires to no longer use cabooses or any
other car such as gons, they should be required by law to post for 6 months a list of the
equipment they wish to part with. Then and only after then can it be sold for scrap.
How many historical things have been destroyed forever because of the greed of the
scrappers ? Well, for instance the B&O RR intended to save one of their giant articulated
2-8-8-4 EM 1’s, in the early 50’s. Because of the lack of concern of preserving historical
items, it ended up that every EM 1 was scrapped due to the greed of key non-caring B&O
people and the scrappers.
We most certainly could have used one of those cabooses, or at least the undercarriage.
We still do not have a caboose of our own.

BSRW installs new crossing signs
Reported by Tim Brown

After receiving a grant from The Ohio Rail Development Commission to install and
upgrade 13 warning devices at our 6 active public road crossings we installed new
posts, cross bucks, yield signs and reflective markers as required. Thanks go out
to members Ray Kolosa and Bob Gold for their work on reactivating the lights at
the Main Street crossing and installing the new cross bucks. Ray has also secured
a $5000 PUCO grant to upgrade the lights at Main Street to the new style 12”
LEDs
Thanks go out the to members Robert Peal, Mike Tomlinson, Dave Adair and
Aaron and Mark Chicwak as they braved the rain and cold to install the final posts
and signs on December 20th 2011 at the remaining crossings .

New post and Signs at SR 313

Mark and BSRW Highrailer
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“Byesville Scenic Railway year in review”
By Tim Brown, BSRW President

“Another great, safe and accident free year for passenger service for 2011”
Highlights of 2011
Over 150 trains, 75 buses (44 from Dickens), 5 school groups and over 6000
passengers.
The addition of our new Burro Crane.
The donation of several hundred feet of rail will allow us to continue south with
track replacement in 2012.
The new cross bucks supplied by the ORDC have been installed.
We have applied for a grant to replace the lights at Main Street and install new
lights at 2nd street.
Our Train set was completely painted and lettered at a cost of over $10,000.
Thousands of hours were donated by our all volunteer staff.
Complete face lift of the Division Head Quarters and Section house buildings at a
cost of $35,000 with all funds provide by BSRW was completed.
BSRW Members Oziel and Phyllis Jeffries attended the Heartland Travel Show in
Detroit MI.
We attended trade shows and the WILDS and Salt Fork and entered or float in the
parades in Wheeling, Byesville and Cambridge.
Sale of the Drott.
All these positive things in spite of the interruption of our operations by track
owner Byesville Scenic Trails, LLC; Mr. Jerry Jacobson, of Sugarcreek, Ohio in
September. Negotiations between the Cambridge-Guernsey County Community
Improvement Corporation, acting on behalf of the Railway, and Jerry Jacobson
have been ongoing since September and are expected to finalize the first week of
January 2012 to complete the purchase of the track from Byesville to Cumberland
at an estimated cost of $185,000.
The Byesville Scenic Railway 2012 schedule will published in our brochures and on
the web site www.BSRW.org and additional information may be obtained by
contacting the Cambridge/Guernsey County Visitors & Convention Bureau by
calling 1-800-933-5480 or visit www.VisitGuernseyCounty.com
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Brief Trivia
By Jake Davis

Here are just a very few and brief items that I found some time ago, as I do not
remember when or where I found these:
Nov. 9, 1882 six steam coal digging machines are being put in the Akron mines at
Byesville.
Nov. 23, 1882 The trestle leading to the C&M track from the new mines being opened
near Byesville by the Zanesville Company, is completed nearly up to where it was when it
fell a few weeks ago.
CW&M RR (EASTERN OHIO) became CW&NY on Jan 1, 1883
Jan. 18, 1883 Spaid mine at Buffalo.
Employment 35
6-7 loads of coal sold daily.
5 cars daily shipped to Ann Arbor, Mich. Under contract.
Shaft for old Senecaville mine was sunk in summer of 1883.

Men shown at Trail Run No. 1
mine about 1924. At the upper
left center of photo, the slatted
gates are the cage where the
miners rode up and down the
shaft. This photo suggests that
some of these men are
carpenters from the freshly
sawed timbers, and more than
likely
the men in the background are
some of the day hands.

Jake Davis collection
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Jake Davis collection

There is an old song called “There's something about a hometown band”. Well there is most certainly
something about a PRR locomotive, so neat and so up to snuff. They stand out from all other steam
locomotives. Is it any wonder that the PRR was the standard RR of the world. So beautiful were their
Belpaire boilers. This is an L class 2-8-2 Mikado shown in Cambridge.

Jake Davis collection

The viaduct under construction 1923. To the left can be seen
a part of the Old Depot Hotel Cambridge.
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Jake Davis collection

Who the ladies are in this photo is not important. But what is neat about this photo is across
the street is the old boarding house which today is 240 S. 2nd St., Byesville. The partial view
of the house at the left is still there today.

Jake Davis collection

Seneca St. Byesville looking east, taken from the old Columbia Hotel, formerly
T. F. Slay's Big General store. Tell me it wouldn't be so cool to be able to get into one
of those neat cars and cruise down the street.
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Jake Davis collection

The B&O yards Cambridge from Tunnel Hill either the late 1930's or early 1940's.

Jake Davis collection

This photo shows the West end of Trail Run. To the left of the photo is east. A majority

of these houses are gone today.
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The Byesville Scenic Railway is Cordially Inviting You to Our Annual Open
House & Membership Drive
February 11th 2012 from at 12pm-4pm at the Byesville Depot.
We are currently looking for volunteer members who are willing
to be a part of an active working scenic railroad.
Volunteer Job Duties Include:
• Engineers
• Conductors
• Trainmen
• Maintenance of Way
• Historians
• Car Host
Our Museum will be open.
A Slide Show will be hosted by Dave Adair.
Snacks and Drinks will be provided.
There will be current members of The Byesville Scenic Railway present to answer any
questions you may have about our organization.
Individuals that are under the age of 18 are encouraged to attend
but need to be accompanied by an adult.
If you have any questions regarding memberships contact:
David Michael at membership@bsrw.org
Visit our website at www.bsrw.org
The mission of the Byesville Scenic Railway is to preserve, restore, maintain and operate historic and vintage railway equipment
and to provide scenic train rides featuring a living history of the local coal mines. To promote, create and maintain a railroad and
coal mining museum and display site for the education and entertainment of the general public, to assist in the economic
development of the area and to operate same as a non-profit 501-c-3 organization.
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Byesville Switchstand wishes to thank the following sponsors of our newsletter.
Please support these fine businesses.

COLLECTOR OF RAILROADIANA AND
OLD ELECTRIC TOY TRAINS

MARLENE'S
RESTAURANT
196 So. 2nd St.
across from train

Open daily til 2:00 P.M.

FAMILY COOKING AT IT'S
FINEST !!
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ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS CARD IN THIS NEWSLETTER. For forty dollars a year or ten
dollars a quarter, your card will be seen in each publication of the Switchstand as well as on our
website 24/7.

Send articles and photos for publication in the Byesville SwitchStand to
switchstandeditors@bsrw.org
Jake & Louise Davis, editors
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